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Abstract: The Indian Premier League (IPL) is a professional men’s Twenty20 cricket league in which 10 teams compete 

from ten different locations. Millions of people, especially Indians, are obsessed with the Indian Premier League (IPL), and 

our job involves data analysis and match prediction for IPL matches. In recent years, analytics has been used to predict and 

draw various insights in the field of sports. IPL Data Analysis is all about utilizing data science, machine learning to analyze 

data that is already existing in a data collection. The project begins with pushing the IPL match data played between 2008 

and 2020 using Python modules such as Applications of ski learn, followed by pre-processing, data analysis and visualization, 

and finally creates a model that predicts the teams' overall score and in the cricket match. When building models, we use 

machine learning algorithms ,Linear Regression and Support Vector Machine. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cricket is the second most popular sport after soccer with a global following of 3.5 billion fans. Nowadays, the major cricket-

playing countries are England, Australia, India, New Zealand, South Africa, Pakistan, West Indies, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. 

Cricket is played between two teams of eleven  players each in a cricket field. The actual game is played on the pitch, a rectangular 

22-yard area at the center of field. Batting and bowling are two primary activities during a cricket match. In an Inidan Premier 

league(IPL) cricket format, teams play each other over the period of a 20overs . In an IPL, a toss of a coin decides which team will 

bat initially. Assume Team A and Team B are the teams and Team A wins the toss and decides to bat first. During batting, Team A 

attempts to put up as large a score as possible (runs) on the scorecard with Team B bowling. Team A is given 20 overs to make a 

score and Team B attempts to dismiss ten batsmen of Team A as soon as possible to minimize the runs; each bowler bowls a 

maximum of ten overs. On dismissal, it is said that the batsman is out (i.e., he cannot play anymore). The four ways of getting out 

are clean bowl, leg before wicket, catch-out and run-out .After Team A finishes batting then Team B bats to overhaul Team A’s 

score with Team A bowling. If this happens, Team B will win; otherwise, Team A wins if Team B has a lesser score in 20 overs, 

and the game is drawn if scores of both teams are the same after 20 overs. In the event of rain, the match is curtailed to less than 20 

overs and the runs (to be made to win the game) are determined by the Duckworth-Lewis system. 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

Cricket is a sport that originated in England in the 16th century and later spread to its colonies. In the existing system there is a 

formula to calculate the projected score and a win predictor based on the win percentage of a team and polls. These techniques 

won’t give accurate results because they are based on perceptions and predictions based on a particular instant. 

DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

1.Efficiency is low. More number of   repeated work. 

2. Relatively slower to build. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system uses Random Forest algorithm for Score Prediction of an innings and Logistic Regression for win prediction. 

The system scrapes data of all IPL matches from 2008 to 2020 from espncricinfo.com. And then we perform Data Cleaning followed 

by Data Preprocessing. Data Analysis and Visualization is done to make better understanding of the results and exploring various 

valuable insights. A model is deployed using one of the salesforce platforms, Heroku. 

ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

➢ Data is collected at a rate that is proportional to its impact on the outcome.  

➢ The predictors in the model 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

CRICKET SQUARE VIEWING USING MACHINE COGNITION 

Player selection is one of the most essential roles in any sport, and cricket is no exception. A player's performance depends on 

various factors together with opposing group, venue, contemporary shape, and so on. Team management, teach and captain pick 

eleven gamers for each healthy from a crew of 15 to twenty players. Different player characters resolve and trade the top eleven 

players to pick out for each fit. Each bowler contributes by using taking the most wide variety of runs possible, and every bowler 

contributes by taking the maximum number of wickets and the minimal range of runs. This article attempts to predict the players 

performance: what number of runs each batsman will rating and what number of wickets every wicket will take for each transport. 

Both problems goal classification problems in which the number of transitions and the range of folds are located in specific tiers. 

He used Naive Bayes to create inference models for both problems. 
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DEA EXAMPLE FOR CRICKET FORUM READING 

Cricket has turn out to be one of the most famous sports tournaments within the international over the past few a long time. Winning 

a game of cricket depends largely at the players chosen by the crew. A lot of studies has been finished to research numerous 

components of the game, inclusive of batting techniques, bowling strategies and participant performance. In order to compose 

winning groups for cricket tournaments, analysis and evaluation of the beyond overall performance of cricket players is important 

for the perfect choice of players. The project proposes an powerful technique of selecting cricket crew members by means of 

measuring the overall performance of cricket players the use of facts envelopment evaluation (DEA). 

SCORING ATTRIBUTE TO VICTORY IN CRICKET 

Winning is the purpose of any game. Cricket is one of the maximum famous sports nowadays. Winning cricket relies upon on 

various factors along with home crowd advantage, beyond performances, enjoy inside the opposition, performance in a specific 

venue, overall performance in opposition to certain groups, and the shape of the team and modern participant. In the beyond few 

years, many papers and research sheets have been posted that measure gamers and make predictions for triumphing. This article in 

short talks approximately the factors that have an effect on the sport of cricket and discusses numerous other studies papers which 

have expected fulfilment in cricket. 

ANNOUNCEMENT CARE OF CICKET PLAYERS USING MACHINE DISCIPLINES 

The most important and decisive function in any sport is the selection of players. Evaluation of individual activities and choice of 

cricket is very vital. A participant's performance depends on different factors, together with wherein the healthy is held, past data, 

present day shape, batting common, variety of hits, quantity of runs scored at a positive factor, number of innings played against 

opposing teams, etc. The Selection Committee, the educate and the crew teacher have a non secular approach to the selection of 

players. Individual records, facts and participant traits are studied to select the great bets for every suit. In the player selection 

process, batsmen and bowlers are evaluated based on their bowling average, respectively. However, in a recreation like cricket 

there's always a scenario in which the batsmen are chargeable for scoring most of the time and the bowlers are bowled. . In this 

venture, we try to predict the actions of the gamers. For the prediction model, those  issues are considered as classification troubles 

wherein the variety of "runs" and the wide variety of "oils" are labeled into distinct agencies the usage of a distinct classification 

algorithm. We use Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and Multiclass SVM classifiers, which shape a beneficial model 

for predicting these two troubles. Out of those 4 classification algorithms, the random forest type presents a greater correct result 

than the alternative type and SVM offers the least useful result. 

EXPLANATION AND PREDICTION OF IPL CRICKET EVENTS 

The Indian Premier League (IPL) is a professional Twenty20 cricket league with 10 groups competing in ten different venues. 

Millions of people, in particular Indians, are passionate about the Indian Premier League (IPL) and our task is to analyze the facts 

and predict the IPL fits. Recently, analytics has been used to expect and extract numerous insights inside the field of sports activities. 

IPL records analysis is the use of technology, device getting to know, to analyze information that already exists in a statistics 

collection. This utility pursuits to research IPL statistics by extracting various attributes and constructing a predictive model which 

could are expecting the score, batsmen runs, predicts the winner, crew and players general overall performance, personal evaluation. 

SOFTWARE REQURIEMENT 

Operating system  : Windows XP/7 

IDE              : Anaconda prompt 

Coding Language : Python 

HARDWARE REQURIEMENT 

System             : Pentium IV 2.4 GHz 

Hard Disk          : 1 TB 

Floppy Drive    : 44 Mb 

Monitor            : 15 VGA Colour          

Ram  : 4 GB 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
UML DIAGRAMS 
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USE CASE DIAGRAMS 

 
ACTIVITY DIAGRAM 

 
CONCLUSION 

Therefore, With this project we can able to analyse and predict the score and winning probability of a team. machine learning 

algorithms ,Linear Regression and Support Vector Machine plays vital role in building models. In the IPL we observe that only the 

current run-rate is used to predict the final score which is not an efficient way, since there are many other factors which can affect 

the projected score, we use Python modules such as Applications of ski learn, followed by pre-processing, data analysis and 

visualization the conditions to predict the total score in the cricket match. 
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